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Learn to save money every day and to earn more. Learn how to invest your money for maximum
returns based on understanding your financial personality, your risk profile and your financial
approach. Apply your COVID-19 saving experiences to create new financial habits. Find out
what to invest in and how to invest, whether it's in property, shares or businesses. Tailor a life-
long plan to master your finances so that you don't have to think about them again, and then get
on and live life.

"A Southern Gothic twist on Jane Eyre that’s full of suspense, twists and turns...the story of this
twisted love triangle will have you on the edge of your seat all the way until the end." ––CNN“A
delightfully surprising and suspenseful twist on Jane Eyre."––Newsweek"Consider us
enthralled." ––The Skimm“A delicious thriller that you'll likely want to read in a single sitting.” ––
TimeOut"Thesis: Any thriller that has the word "wife" in the title is going to be good. And proof
comes courtesy of Hawkins' modern retelling of Jane Eyre, which is the year's first irresistible
page-turner that will keep you up at night." ––E! Online"What would have happened if Jane Eyre
had not been a naïve innocent with a heart of gold? Grab this page-turner and find out." ––
Vulture“A thrilling, suspenseful tale of will-they-or-won't-they that will keep you on the edge.” ––
Woman’s Day“Read to find out whether either of them can ever escape their secrets, or if their
forbidden tryst is doomed to failure.” ––Good Housekeeping"With an even darker twist, this novel
delivers a one-of-a-kind take on a well-known gothic tale. In addition to the suspenseful story
line, the distorted love triangle and the impassivity of the Thornfield residents will have readers
feeling simultaneously discombobulated and fulfilled."––Library Journal (starred review)"The
Wife Upstairs is a thrill ride [and] the pace is hurtling...I felt implicated, dubious, off-kilter as I
navigated this elaborate masque of a story." ––Southern Review of Books“This compelling
retelling of Jane Eyre deftly serves up a delicious mystery with a side of biting social
commentary.” ––Shelf Awareness“An inspired riff on the gothic classic.” ––Goodreads"...this
suspenseful domestic thriller will keep readers turning pages." ––Publishers Weekly"Hawkins
twists together the suspense and storytelling of Jane Eyre with the atmosphere, tension, and
odd characters of a Southern-gothic into a tale of a young woman trying to escape her past...an
altogether sinister novel that will make readers of Jennifer McMahon, Ruth Ware, and Donna
Tartt shudder." ––Booklist"...chances are you’ll fly through 'The Wife Upstairs' both because
you’re intrigued by the unfolding story itself and because you’re putting together all the nods to
its inspiration, Charlotte Bronte’s 'Jane Eyre.'"––St. Louis Post-Dispatch"Hawkins delivers a
sharp, fresh twist on a classic in this darkly funny, suspenseful story of murder, ambition, and
love. Creepy and fast-paced, The Wife Upstairs kept me on the edge of my seat from the first
page to the very last." ––Megan Miranda, New York Times bestselling author“I was completely



blown away by The Wife Upstairs. This is a compulsive, irresistible retelling of Jane Eyre with a
modern, noir twist – and wow, does it work.” ––Samantha Downing, USA Today bestselling
author“The Wife Upstairs is everything I’d hoped--sharp, smart, tricky and fast-paced. Rachel
Hawkins’ debut thriller puts you in the steps of an outsider, an insider, and an imposter, but
which is which? You won’t know til you’re up way too late turning the final pages." ––Kelly Harms,
nationally bestselling author of The Overdue Life of Amy BylerAbout the AuthorRachel Hawkins
is the New York Times bestselling author of The Wife Upstairs and Reckless Girls, as well as
multiple books for young readers. Her work has been translated in over a dozen countries. She
studied gender and sexuality in Victorian literature at Auburn University and currently lives in
Alabama. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Editors' pick: Part of the fun of The Wife
Upstairs is seeing how closely Hawkins sticks to the plot of Jane Eyre, and the other part is how
inventively and audaciously she strays from it. And going from English Gothic to Southern Gothic
is just the beginning. Unpredictable twists, smart spins on the canon, and even a hat tip to
Rebecca make this a fun read."—Vannessa Cronin, Ebook Tops Editor --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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STOP WORRYING ABOUT MONEYA simple guide to creating a financially sustainable future
for you and your familyBaubre MurrayImportant disclaimer: Nothing in this book purports to be
financial advice. The information provided here is of a general nature only. You should contact an
authorised financial adviser (AFA) to obtain information pertinent to your own particular situation.
The author and publisher cannot be liable for any loss suffered as a result of reading this
book.Note: Baubre owns shares in many of the companies mentioned in this book.For updates
and further information please go to www.baubre.comContentsContentsIntroductionThe Key
Ingredient – Taking Action!The key ingredientSummaryStage 1: Earnings, KiwiSaver and Debt1.
Spend less than you earn2. Get a job3. Contribute to KiwiSaver4. Get qualified5. Reduce
debtSummaryStage 2: Expenses, Income and Assets6. Reduce your expenses7. Increase
your income8. Look after your assets9. Hold appropriate levels of insuranceStage 3: Partners,
Managing, and Savings Plan10. Create a regular savings plan11. Manage your finances
alongside your relationships12. Start young13. Beware reverse equity mortgages14. Use a
reputable adviser15. Set up a buffer16. Buy your first homeEasier with twoGoing soloFirst-
home buyer assistanceSummaryConclusion to Part 1Next StepsWho are you? – Your financial
personality and risk profileSummaryWhere do you want to be financially?65-year-old24-year-
oldSummaryWhere are you now?SummaryHow will you get where you want to be?Salary or
wagesThe Financial Triangle: Trading businesses, property and investmentsThe psychology of
share investingThings to remember about investing in sharesIPOsPrivate companiesYour own
companyHow to buy shares1. Through a financial adviserPros and cons of using an authorised
financial adviser2. Self-purchase3. SharesiesMonitoring your portfolioKeeping track of the
financesPreparing your tax returnOverseas sharesSummaryVehicles for Owning
InvestmentsSummaryAsset ProtectionFamily trustsHow does a trust work?WillsSummaryTeach
Your Children WellSummaryPart 3: SummaryThings That Financially Sustainable People
DoSummaryAges and StagesAges 0–20 yearsAges 21–39 yearsAges 40–59 yearsAges 60–80
yearsAppendix I: An explanation of some termsAppendix 2: Suggested reading listAbout
BaubreIntroductionIf you’ve picked up this book, I’m guessing it’s because you want to improve
your financial situation – for good. If so, you’ve come to the right place! This is a book for New
Zealanders by a New Zealander. It sets out the things you can do today to improve your financial
situation; it demystifies the investment world, explains the everyday terminology used and can
help you better understand your financial self and what will work for you. The principles covered
in the following chapters apply to everyone, from millennials to baby boomers.Money doesn’t
buy happiness, but being in a better financial position can give you choices about how you live
your life, when you retire, how you contribute to the world and what you can do to help others.
You might feel uncomfortable talking about money but still want to improve your financial
situation, so nutting through tricky money matters will ultimately improve your understanding,
confidence and ability to do this.So why do some people go through life seemingly with no
financial worries and others never seem to have any money and survive pay day to pay day?
That is a question I’ve been pondering throughout my 25 years as an accountant.The answer



seems obvious: people with lower incomes have less spending power and wealth than those
earning high incomes, but my experiences indicate that this is not the case. Some people live
very comfortable lives on low incomes or even on a benefit. Others on high incomes are barely
surviving, even after loading themselves down with enormous debt. I see a lot of millennials
struggling to work out how they will be able to buy their own home with their large student loans.
Even as their income rises, house prices are rising further, putting home ownership even further
out of reach. Yet many people in that very situation still manage to buy their own home. So why
are some people more financially successful than others?Over the following pages, I discuss my
findings. They show that anyone, of any age, living in the developed world can become
financially secure and lead a financially sustainable life, that is, a life of financial freedom. We’ll
work through how to be one of those people – and yes, you can still have that smashed avocado
on toast for brunch at your local café (but maybe just not every day).Becoming financially secure
and sustainable is not a mystery, although working your way through the minefield of information
out there can be baffling and scary. This book shows you how you can do it yourself; how you
can create a set of habits and actions that are achievable and become part of your life.I’ve split
the ideas into three parts:Part 1 covers what anyone can do, straight away. It introduces 16
fundamental actions that you really need to understand and follow in order to get on to creating
the financially sustainable life that you want. The fundamentals are spread across three ‘stages’
and are listed in general order of importance. You can skip the ones that aren’t relevant for you,
that you already do or that you know just won’t work for you at the moment. But remember the
more of the fundamentals you follow, the more you’ll achieve, faster!Part 2 considers what
makes you different from others and then explains how to create a financial strategy that will
work for you.Part 3 summarises everything discussed previously, with examples of steps
financially sustainable people have taken, and then provides options for particular life ages/
stages.I recommend you go straight to the part that appeals most but then skim the whole book
– I think you’ll find some gems scattered throughout, and I hope they’ll be light-bulb moments for
you.Part I: The 16 Fundamentals to Saving“It’s not necessary to do extraordinary things to get
extraordinary results”Warren Buffett, “Oracle of Omaha”, successful investor and CEO Berkshire
HathawayThe Key Ingredient – Taking Action!In this chapter, you’ll learn to recognise your own
personal approach to finance and what drives your financial decisions so that you can set about
changing your financial world if you want to.Your approach to financial matters affects the
decisions you make, and those decisions can have lifelong monetary consequences. The
approach you take to your finances can dictate whether you have enough money to buy a
house, whether you’re continually stressed about money or whether you’ll have enough savings
to enjoy your retirement. That approach will fall into one of four categories:Do nothingDo what
you need toDo what you knowDo what you want.1. Do nothingAdam had no idea what he
wanted to do when he left school. So he took a job in hospitality for a year, then headed
overseas. Hospitality work funded his travels. Ten years passed before he returned home and
realised he had no qualifications to do anything else. With a partner and three children in quick



succession, he couldn’t see how he could afford the time or money to get a qualification to
increase his work opportunities. He wanted to have his evenings free so he took on labouring
jobs.He knew his parents were well off and that he would inherit enough to buy a house when
they died. He also knew the government would provide him with a pension, so he decided he
didn’t really need to worry about his financial future. He just needed to get by, week by week.
Things always seemed to work out. And he was still young.Josh had gone from school to
university and qualified as an accountant. He earned a good income and shared a nice flat with
two others. He worked late so had takeaways several nights a week, went to the gym and partied
hard at the weekend. He wanted to look good, so he spent a reasonable amount on clothes. He
never seemed to have any spare cash but justified that by telling himself he was still working his
way up the ladder and had a lot of expenses. He spent a couple of years in London, which was
an expensive place to live, and he spent many weekends travelling from there.By the time he
returned to New Zealand, he had some nice possessions and great experiences to remember
but not enough savings for a house deposit on anything he was prepared to live in near the city
centre. He never seemed to have enough money for the life he expected he should be
living.People who take the ‘doing nothing’ approach generally don’t think about tomorrow, and
they rely on the government or someone else to support them financially when the need arises.
They are likely to have a job but little or no exposure to running a business or owning rental
property or having investments. They may have a mortgage and some credit card debt or hire
purchase but next to no savings and no plans for sufficiently funding their retirement. They just
haven’t really thought about it, or they’re hoping it will just work out.This is the worst space to be
in, but the good news is, it’s the easiest to get out of – it just requires you to do something.2. Do
what you need toCharlotte was happily married and at home looking after three children. Her
husband ran his own small joinery business, and they had business loans with the bank, mainly
to manage cash flow. Technically, Charlotte was a director and half shareholder in the business.
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adviser15. Set up a buffer16. Buy your first homeEasier with twoGoing soloFirst-home buyer
assistanceSummaryConclusion to Part 1Next StepsWho are you? – Your financial personality
and risk profileSummaryWhere do you want to be financially?65-year-old24-year-
oldSummaryWhere are you now?SummaryHow will you get where you want to be?Salary or
wagesThe Financial Triangle: Trading businesses, property and investmentsThe psychology of
share investingThings to remember about investing in sharesIPOsPrivate companiesYour own
companyHow to buy shares1. Through a financial adviserPros and cons of using an authorised
financial adviser2. Self-purchase3. SharesiesMonitoring your portfolioKeeping track of the
financesPreparing your tax returnOverseas sharesSummaryVehicles for Owning
InvestmentsSummaryAsset ProtectionFamily trustsHow does a trust work?WillsSummaryTeach
Your Children WellSummaryPart 3: SummaryThings That Financially Sustainable People
DoSummaryAges and StagesAges 0–20 yearsAges 21–39 yearsAges 40–59 yearsAges 60–80
yearsAppendix I: An explanation of some termsAppendix 2: Suggested reading listAbout
BaubreIntroductionIf you’ve picked up this book, I’m guessing it’s because you want to improve
your financial situation – for good. If so, you’ve come to the right place! This is a book for New
Zealanders by a New Zealander. It sets out the things you can do today to improve your financial
situation; it demystifies the investment world, explains the everyday terminology used and can
help you better understand your financial self and what will work for you. The principles covered
in the following chapters apply to everyone, from millennials to baby boomers.Money doesn’t
buy happiness, but being in a better financial position can give you choices about how you live
your life, when you retire, how you contribute to the world and what you can do to help others.
You might feel uncomfortable talking about money but still want to improve your financial
situation, so nutting through tricky money matters will ultimately improve your understanding,
confidence and ability to do this.So why do some people go through life seemingly with no
financial worries and others never seem to have any money and survive pay day to pay day?
That is a question I’ve been pondering throughout my 25 years as an accountant.The answer
seems obvious: people with lower incomes have less spending power and wealth than those
earning high incomes, but my experiences indicate that this is not the case. Some people live
very comfortable lives on low incomes or even on a benefit. Others on high incomes are barely
surviving, even after loading themselves down with enormous debt. I see a lot of millennials
struggling to work out how they will be able to buy their own home with their large student loans.
Even as their income rises, house prices are rising further, putting home ownership even further
out of reach. Yet many people in that very situation still manage to buy their own home. So why
are some people more financially successful than others?Over the following pages, I discuss my
findings. They show that anyone, of any age, living in the developed world can become
financially secure and lead a financially sustainable life, that is, a life of financial freedom. We’ll
work through how to be one of those people – and yes, you can still have that smashed avocado
on toast for brunch at your local café (but maybe just not every day).Becoming financially secure
and sustainable is not a mystery, although working your way through the minefield of information



out there can be baffling and scary. This book shows you how you can do it yourself; how you
can create a set of habits and actions that are achievable and become part of your life.I’ve split
the ideas into three parts:
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BaubreIntroductionIf you’ve picked up this book, I’m guessing it’s because you want to improve
your financial situation – for good. If so, you’ve come to the right place! This is a book for New
Zealanders by a New Zealander. It sets out the things you can do today to improve your financial
situation; it demystifies the investment world, explains the everyday terminology used and can
help you better understand your financial self and what will work for you. The principles covered
in the following chapters apply to everyone, from millennials to baby boomers.Money doesn’t
buy happiness, but being in a better financial position can give you choices about how you live
your life, when you retire, how you contribute to the world and what you can do to help others.
You might feel uncomfortable talking about money but still want to improve your financial



situation, so nutting through tricky money matters will ultimately improve your understanding,
confidence and ability to do this.So why do some people go through life seemingly with no
financial worries and others never seem to have any money and survive pay day to pay day?
That is a question I’ve been pondering throughout my 25 years as an accountant.The answer
seems obvious: people with lower incomes have less spending power and wealth than those
earning high incomes, but my experiences indicate that this is not the case. Some people live
very comfortable lives on low incomes or even on a benefit. Others on high incomes are barely
surviving, even after loading themselves down with enormous debt. I see a lot of millennials
struggling to work out how they will be able to buy their own home with their large student loans.
Even as their income rises, house prices are rising further, putting home ownership even further
out of reach. Yet many people in that very situation still manage to buy their own home. So why
are some people more financially successful than others?Over the following pages, I discuss my
findings. They show that anyone, of any age, living in the developed world can become
financially secure and lead a financially sustainable life, that is, a life of financial freedom. We’ll
work through how to be one of those people – and yes, you can still have that smashed avocado
on toast for brunch at your local café (but maybe just not every day).Becoming financially secure
and sustainable is not a mystery, although working your way through the minefield of information
out there can be baffling and scary. This book shows you how you can do it yourself; how you
can create a set of habits and actions that are achievable and become part of your life.I’ve split
the ideas into three parts:Part 1 covers what anyone can do, straight away. It introduces 16
fundamental actions that you really need to understand and follow in order to get on to creating
the financially sustainable life that you want. The fundamentals are spread across three ‘stages’
and are listed in general order of importance. You can skip the ones that aren’t relevant for you,
that you already do or that you know just won’t work for you at the moment. But remember the
more of the fundamentals you follow, the more you’ll achieve, faster!Part 2 considers what
makes you different from others and then explains how to create a financial strategy that will
work for you.Part 3 summarises everything discussed previously, with examples of steps
financially sustainable people have taken, and then provides options for particular life ages/
stages.I recommend you go straight to the part that appeals most but then skim the whole book
– I think you’ll find some gems scattered throughout, and I hope they’ll be light-bulb moments for
you.Part I: The 16 Fundamentals to Saving“It’s not necessary to do extraordinary things to get
extraordinary results”Warren Buffett, “Oracle of Omaha”, successful investor and CEO Berkshire
HathawayThe Key Ingredient – Taking Action!In this chapter, you’ll learn to recognise your own
personal approach to finance and what drives your financial decisions so that you can set about
changing your financial world if you want to.Your approach to financial matters affects the
decisions you make, and those decisions can have lifelong monetary consequences. The
approach you take to your finances can dictate whether you have enough money to buy a
house, whether you’re continually stressed about money or whether you’ll have enough savings
to enjoy your retirement. That approach will fall into one of four categories:Do nothingDo what



you need toDo what you knowDo what you want.1. Do nothingAdam had no idea what he
wanted to do when he left school. So he took a job in hospitality for a year, then headed
overseas. Hospitality work funded his travels. Ten years passed before he returned home and
realised he had no qualifications to do anything else. With a partner and three children in quick
succession, he couldn’t see how he could afford the time or money to get a qualification to
increase his work opportunities. He wanted to have his evenings free so he took on labouring
jobs.He knew his parents were well off and that he would inherit enough to buy a house when
they died. He also knew the government would provide him with a pension, so he decided he
didn’t really need to worry about his financial future. He just needed to get by, week by week.
Things always seemed to work out. And he was still young.Josh had gone from school to
university and qualified as an accountant. He earned a good income and shared a nice flat with
two others. He worked late so had takeaways several nights a week, went to the gym and partied
hard at the weekend. He wanted to look good, so he spent a reasonable amount on clothes. He
never seemed to have any spare cash but justified that by telling himself he was still working his
way up the ladder and had a lot of expenses. He spent a couple of years in London, which was
an expensive place to live, and he spent many weekends travelling from there.By the time he
returned to New Zealand, he had some nice possessions and great experiences to remember
but not enough savings for a house deposit on anything he was prepared to live in near the city
centre. He never seemed to have enough money for the life he expected he should be
living.People who take the ‘doing nothing’ approach generally don’t think about tomorrow, and
they rely on the government or someone else to support them financially when the need arises.
They are likely to have a job but little or no exposure to running a business or owning rental
property or having investments. They may have a mortgage and some credit card debt or hire
purchase but next to no savings and no plans for sufficiently funding their retirement. They just
haven’t really thought about it, or they’re hoping it will just work out.This is the worst space to be
in, but the good news is, it’s the easiest to get out of – it just requires you to do something.2. Do
what you need toCharlotte was happily married and at home looking after three children. Her
husband ran his own small joinery business, and they had business loans with the bank, mainly
to manage cash flow. Technically, Charlotte was a director and half shareholder in the
business.Some years down the track, however, Charlotte and her husband split up, and 10
years after that, the bank contacted Charlotte to say she now owed it $100,000. Her ex-husband
had been bankrupted. Charlotte had provided a standard personal guarantee for the business
loans all those years ago and her lawyer confirmed she was liable for the debt, plus interest. As
a result, Charlotte spent the next nine years paying off the debt from her modest teacher’s salary.
Any ‘extras’ during that time were out of the question: she was doing what she had to do just to
survive.Sometimes your financial situation will dictate your life. This is usually the case when you
have a commitment such as a mortgage, if you’re on a benefit or if your circumstances suddenly
change, for example, you find yourself a single parent. You just have to manage: you’re surviving.
You can’t really think about the future.3. Do what you knowJacinta got into residential rental



property because all her friends seemed to be doing it, so it was a common topic of
conversation. She could see how it worked, the pitfalls and successes, and decided to give it a
go, too. She was also worried that if she didn’t do something, she’d ‘miss the boat’. That was
when she was in her mid-30s and had no savings.Now, at the age of 50, Jacinta owns several
properties that are almost debt free and has a healthy work superannuation scheme. She is
thinking about the type of work she might do for the next 10 years because she knows she
already has enough savings to retire. She has been reluctant to consider buying shares because
she doesn’t understand them and is worried she’ll lose her money. Her ‘recipe’ has been to listen
to other people (their successes and failures), read lots of investment books, join the local
property investor association, attend seminars and do anything she can to improve her financial
education.Charlotte, from the earlier example, decided she needed to start saving for her future.
She also stuck with what she knew and understood. Although she didn’t have any cash, one
thing she did have was the equity in her own home. She used this to buy a rental property, then
another and another. She used her natural design flair to do these rentals up cheaply and sold
one for a healthy profit. With the help of an authorised financial adviser Charlotte used those
funds to set up a share portfolio. She is now planning her retirement with income from the
remaining two properties and her share portfolio to supplement her Government Super.Some
people are happier taking action once they feel confident they know what to do.Research from
Massey University[1] has shown that the single biggest influence on your financial behaviour is
your parents. Conversations you had at home while growing up greatly influence your
confidence around getting involved in things financial. You may, for example, be wary of the
sharemarket because you’ve heard your parents talking about what they lost in the crash of ’87,
the GFC (Global Financial Crisis) in 2007, or the COVID-19 Coronavirus in 2020. What you learn
from experience and from friends and colleagues also has a huge impact. But don’t let these
experiences or stories limit you.One of the best things you can do for your own children is to talk
freely about financial matters, not necessarily your personal situation but about restricting your
spending to what you have, the perils of credit cards and the power of compounding interest.If
you are older and have more experience, share your knowledge and you will find that you’ll be
learning as well, about other industries and financial matters you haven’t yet explored.4. Do
what you wantJayne worked as a nurse and her partner Theo as an IT manager for a large
company. They spent a modest amount on their wedding because they were saving for their first
house, which they bought by the time they were 30 years old. A couple of children followed, and
Jayne stayed at home until the two children started school. She then returned to nursing part
time. Jayne and Theo renovated their house (mostly by themselves) and landscaped the
garden, then used the increased equity in their home to buy a rental property and, later, another.
They were both enrolled in KiwiSaver. Instead of paying off their rental property loan, they paid
off their own home mortgage. Then they allocated what had gone into their mortgage each
fortnight into a share investment fund. They weren’t entirely sure what they were doing, but they
were doing something. Now, they are well on their way to enjoying a comfortable retirement.This



type of person starts saving from a young age, is cost conscious but not stingy, manages debt
carefully and looks for ways to improve their financial situation, whether seeking regular
promotions at work, putting aside a small amount each pay day for an investment fund, using
equity in their home to buy another property or looking after and improving the assets they
already have.The key ingredientEveryone except those in the ‘Do nothing’ category is doing
something positive (although most could be doing it better and more easily). And there is one
attribute common to all these financially successful individuals: they believe they can improve
their financial situation. They take control and responsibility for their situation. This means they
don’t blame anyone else for their financial position. And they don’t try to make excuses!That
belief in yourself, or even knowing you have no choice but to make changes, is the most
important first step – the key ingredient to financial success. Once you truly believe you can
create a better financial life for yourself, you are in the right space to make it happen.So stop the
negative self-talk. Change your language.If you believe:I was never any good at maths or
saving,I have too many expenses or not enough income,I never seem to be able to get ahead,I
can never have the life I want,then you’re right – that’s exactly what will happen to you.If you want
something different for yourself, you’ll have to change the way you’re thinking and change your
language to:I earn plenty of money,I can do the things I want,I can afford it,I am in charge of my
financial situation – I can change it when I want to,How can I make this happen?So, put the
negative talk behind you, change your language, start thinking positive thoughts and visualise
the life you want to have.SummaryBy now, you will:understand your financial approachrecognise
you can change if you want tostop negative self-talk and change your languagebe ready to take
responsibility for your financial future.Stage 1: Earnings, KiwiSaver and DebtIn this chapter,
you’ll learn about the most important things you must do to progress financially. These are the
fundamentals that, by themselves, will give you financial independence:1 Spend less than you
earn2 Get a job3 Contribute to KiwiSaver4 Get qualified5 Reduce debtThere are some
things that you really just need to do to get on to creating the financially sustainable life that you
want. And these are covered in more detail below. The sixteen fundamentals are spread across
three chapters and they’re in order of importance. Tackle the first five in this chapter, then have a
rest and give yourself a treat. You may be able to tick off the first few quickly. The next two
chapters then move things up a level, but again you should be able to tick some off quickly. You
can skip the ones that aren’t relevant for you, that you already do, or you know just won’t work at
the moment. But remember the more of them you do the more you’ll achieve, faster!1. Spend
less than you earnThe first and most important step in making any progress financially is
to:spend less than you earn.Spend more than you earn, and you will be going backwards. Do so
over more than one pay period, and you’ll struggle to recover; you’ll be in debt forever. This
includes spending from credit cards – throw them away and limit yourself to a debit card.If you
can’t live within your means, then you’ll need to either reduce your costs or find a job that earns
you more money.If you take only one learning from this book, make it this one.2. Get a
jobGetting ahead financially is very difficult if you don’t have a job.Even for school students,



having a part-time job is a great opportunity. It shows future employers that the young person
has stick-ability and has probably learned some skills, for example, around general work ethics,
such as punctuality, reliability and conscientiousness, as well as dealing with customers,
etc.And for older people, there are always part-time work opportunities, such as office work in
filing or reception work, telemarketing, stocking shelves in supermarkets, working for survey
companies, election day work, driving buses or taxis, companion work. With no official
retirement age any more, you can keep working until you want/need to stop.When you’re looking
for a job, let your potential employer know the things you can do, including interests that might
not have a direct connection to the job you are applying for. Taking part in dance classes, playing
a musical instrument, being part of a kapa haka, sport or art group all indicate commitment,
reliability, punctuality and often, the ability to be part of a team. They show attitude – and a good
attitude is one of the biggest attributes employers look for.If you’re having difficulty getting a job
or if you want to improve your job prospects, you might want to think about taking on some more
training or do some volunteer work to get relevant experience. Read the fourth fundamental ‘Get
qualified’ below for more details on this.On a benefitTrying to get ahead when you’re on a benefit
is a Herculean task. It may be that you have a disability, making it impractical for you to work, or
maybe there’s no work in your area, etc. In these cases, you’ll need to be a bit more resourceful.
Think of what skills you have and see if there are options for voluntary work using those skills.
Adding further education or developing skills through voluntary work can help with job
prospects.The lawWhen you are trying to get a job, it’s especially important to keep on the right
side of the law. A criminal record (and they’re easy to get!) will significantly reduce your ability to
get a good job, and it’s even harder if you’ve been to prison.Warning: Keep clear of drugs. Many
people have missed out on good jobs because they failed the drug test. Such tests are being
used in more and more workplaces these days.3.Contribute to KiwiSaverIf you do nothing else,
put at least the minimum amount into KiwiSaver (usually 3% of your annual income).Find out
whether your employer is contributing their 3% required amount from your total salary package
(usually the case) or whether they are funding the employer contribution on top of your salary
package. If they are contributing to your KiwiSaver from their own funds, i.e., on top of your
salary package, then this effectively increases your salary package. If they are contributing the
employer contribution from your salary package (which they are entitled to do), then you are
effectively funding both the employee and employer contribution. It is useful to know where the
employer contribution is coming from when you are comparing job offers from different
organisations or entering into negotiations for a different job within your existing organisation. If
they are prepared to pay more than the minimum employer contribution on top of your salary,
then it would be worthwhile to increase your own contribution.Many commentators on KiwiSaver
who extol the benefits of the employer contribution don’t realise or mention that most New
Zealand employers are paying the employer KiwiSaver contribution out of your salary package.
In these cases, the only real KiwiSaver benefits are from the $1,000 kickstart (if you got that
when it was available), the government contribution each year of $521.43, the investment



returns and the fact that KiwiSaver puts you on the road to saving for your future.And, yes, if
you’re not in KiwiSaver but your employer contributes to employees’ KiwiSaver from their own
funds, then you could be missing out on 3% of remuneration that your colleagues are
getting.Remember also that you receive the $521.43 annual payment from the government to
help reduce some of the administration fees.If you are on the minimum wage, then your
employer has to pay the 3% employer contribution – they can’t take it out of your remuneration
package.How much to put in to KiwiSaverSince you can’t touch your KiwiSaver contributions
until you are 65 (unless you are buying your first home, suffer extreme hardship or move
permanently overseas to anywhere other than Australia), then it makes sense to put just the
minimum 3% of your annual earnings into KiwiSaver and set aside a separate amount each pay
day to invest somewhere you can get hold of the funds if you need to. Sometimes this is referred
to as “paying yourself first”.If you are a terrible saver, or if you don’t want to have to put any effort
into planning your retirement, then if you contribute the 3% minimum over a lifetime of working,
and you don’t make any withdrawals before retirement, you will have enough for a ‘no-frills’
retirement. This will work as long as New Zealand Superannuation (also known as NZ Super or
Government Super – the term we use in the book) remains at the current level. If it becomes
means tested or removed completely, then you will need to have saved more.So it may be best
to put the maximum 10% into KiwiSaver if you want a more comfortable retirement lifestyle.
Contributing 10% gives you a reasonable deposit for a first home, and after that, as long as you
keep contributing 10% to KiwiSaver you won’t have to think again about having enough for your
retirement – ‘set and forget’. This is the second major lesson from this book.If you are saving for
your first house, then put as much as you can into KiwiSaver (preferably 10%) and treat it like a
compulsory saving scheme. This is usually better than putting your money into bank term
deposits since KiwiSaver investments have the potential to earn capital gains (i.e., an increase
in the value of the shares in your KiwiSaver portfolio). However, you need to remember that
losses are possible in a volatile share market. Treat your KiwiSaver as a long-term prospect, and
over time you will reap the rewards.But there are other investment options worth considering,
especially if you are in a conservative KiwiSaver scheme, which means you may not be
maximising the amount you could be earning. We’ll look at some of these other options shortly
and also how to get the most from your KiwiSaver.Self-employed and contractorsThe only time I
would hesitate recommending KiwiSaver is if you are running your own business. In this case, it
is all your own money that you are putting in as both employer and employee. By not being in
KiwiSaver, you would miss out on the annual government contribution of $521.43 a year, but this
contribution is largely to cover fees anyway.So, if you own your own business, you may be better
off putting your money into increasing the value of your business. You can do this by, for
example, spending the money you might have put into KiwiSaver on a marketing campaign to
increase your customer profile. Or use an investment manager to help you invest in a diversified
investment portfolio (spreading your money across a range of investment platforms). Or do your
own investing.The risk of not contributing to a fund like KiwiSaver if you own your own business



is that you may not be disciplined enough to set aside funds for investment, or your business
may not have a resale value, and you will have nothing for your retirement other than
Government Super. This is why many self-employed people opt into KiwiSaver – it provides a
compulsory savings system for them.The Hnry option for the self-employedIf you are self-
employed and want an easy way to manage tax and KiwiSaver contributions, have a look at
Hnry. Hnry is an online accounting service for self-employed people who want to receive the
amount they can spend each pay day, with all outgoings already taken care of. Hnry collects
your income directly from your client, deducts and pays the GST to Inland Revenue, records the
expenses you have paid, and sets aside your ACC, income tax and KiwiSaver amounts for you.
Hnry also prepares your tax return at year end.The cost to use the Hnry service is around 1% of
revenue earned (capped at $2,000) so it’s generally cheaper than using an accountant.For more
information see: https://hnry.co.nz.
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